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The inclusion relations of the families of regular matching-choice 
sets, meta-linear languages, standard matching-choice sets, and 
context-free languages are studied. It is shown that, each family in 
the sequence of families just named, is a proper subset of the family 
named after it. The closure properties of these families under the 
regular operations and the operation of forming matching-choice 
sets are also considered. 
I 
Regular matching-choice s ts and standard matching-choice s ts are 
context-free languages defined in terms of a generalization of regular 
notation to sets of ordered pairs of words. In Yntema (1965) they are 
defined and their relations and closure properties are studied. This paper 
is concerned with relations among these two families and the families 
of metalinear languages and context-free languages. Various closure 
properties of the families are also proved. 
1. This section will be a brief summary of the notational conven- 
tions and some of the results of Yntema (1965) that are used in the 
proofs. A grammar G is a triple (V, T, P )  for V the alphabet of both 
terminal and nonterminal elements, T the terminal subset of V, and P 
the set of ordered pairs called productions. The elements of P are written 
a --+ x fo~ a E V-T  and x E V*. The language generated from z C V-T  
by the grammar G = (V, T, P )  is written L(G; ~). The null word on 
any alphabet is denoted by e. 
If  y can be derived from x by a finite number of successive applica- 
tions of productions of P, then "x ~ y" is written. Three special types 
of productions are referred to by number. They are: 
Type i: a---~x for a E V -T  and x E T*; 
Type i i :a - -~xf~ for a ,~E V-T  and xE  T*; and 
Typei i i :  a --~ Bx for a, f~E V-T  and x C T*. 
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A self-embedding element in a grammar is an element a E V-T  such that  
a ~ xay for some x E V*, y E V*, x ~ e, and y ~a e. 
The matching-choice notation is given next. If $1 and $2 are sets of 
ordered pairs of words, then 
S luS2 = { (x, y) : (x, y) C $1 or (x ,y )  E $2}, 
$1S2 = {(xlx2,y2yl):(xl ,yl)  C $1 and (x~,y2) C $2}, and 
SI* -- {(e,e)} u {(xlx2 . . .  xn,y~ . . .  y2yl):~tn > O(x~,yi) C S 
for l <- i <- n}. 
If S is a set of ordered pairs of words and C is a set of words, then 
S o C = {xzy:(x, y) C S and z E C}. For A and B, sets of words, the 
ordered pair (A, B) represents the Cartesian product A × B. 
If S is expressed in terms of the above operations, union, concatena- 
tion, and *, on ordered pairs of sets, then those sets and the set C are 
the underlying sets of S o C. A regular matching-choice s t is a set of words 
which can be expressed as S o C using regular sets as underlying sets. A 
standard matching-choice s t of ran]c zero is a regular set. A standard 
matching-choice s t of rank n 9- 1 is a set which can be represented asS o C 
using standard matching-choice s ts of rank less than or equal to n, 
at least one of which has rank equal to n, as underlying sets. 
It  has been shown that a set A is a regular matching-choice s t if and 
only if there is a grammar G = (V, T, P) such that L(G;a)  = A, 
and P contains only productions of Types i, ii, and iii. So the regular 
matching-choice s ts are the linear languages of Chomsky and Schutzen- 
berger (1963). Moreover, if a regular matching-choice expression is 
given, there is an effective procedure for finding a grammar whose produc- 
ductions are only of Types i, ii, and iii. 
A set A is a standard matching-choice s t if and only if there is a 
grammar G = (V, T, P)  such that L(G;o-) = A, and for each a E V-T ,  
for each w E V*, if a ~ w, then w has at most one occurrence of a. 
5~oreover, if a standard matching-choice expression is given for A, 
then there is an effective procedure for finding such a grammar. 
The family of regular matching-choice s ts over an alphabet T is 
closed under set union. The family of standard matching-choice s ts 
over an alphabet T is closed under the regular operations of union, 
concatenation, and *, and under the operation of forming matching- 
choice sets using members of the family as the underlying sets. The 
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family of context-free languages is also closed under the operation of 
forming matching-choice s ts. 
The meta-linear languages were defined by Chomsky and Schutzen- 
berger (1963) in terms of the type of grammar generating them. They 
can also be characterized in terms of regular and matching-choice nota- 
tion. A set A is a meta-linear language on T if and only if A can be ex- 
pressed as a finite union of finite concatenations of regular matching- 
choice sets on T. Furthermore, if such an expression is given for A, 
there is an effective procedure for finding a recta-linear grammar for A. 
It follows immediately that the family of meta-linear languages on an 
alphabet T is closed under union and concatenation. 
Chomsky and Schutzenberger (1963) mention this closure property 
of meta4inear languages, and say that the fact that the family of recta- 
linear languages is the smallest family with this property which also 
contains the linear languages, or regular matching-choice sets, was 
the motivation for defining meta-linear languages. 
2. We :proceed with the relationships of the different families of 
context-free languages defined. 
THEORE~ 1.1. The family of regular sets i a proper subset of the family 
of regular matching-choice sets, and is not closed under the operation of 
fox'ruing matching=choice sets. 
Chomsky and Schutzenberger (1963) give the first part of this 
theorem, using "linear languages" instead of "regular matching-choice 
sets", the second part of the theorem is actually only a restatement of
the first. A proof is given here which is a direct consequence of some 
lemmas which will be useful later . . . . .  ~ 
: LE~ I.!. Let G = (V, T, P) be a grammar such that the productions 
of P are of Type,.i, ii, and iii, only. Let S c V-T, z C V-T, and let 
A = {y E T*:3x E T*, ~lv E S such that~ ~ xvy}; 
B = {x C T*:3y E T*, 3v E Ssuchthat~xvy}.  :
Then A B are regular sets. 
• The proof Will be given for A. 
Define a grammar G' = (V, T, P')  by altering the productions of 
P as follows to obtain the productions of P'. . , : : : : , , .  : ' ; : . : :  
(a) Rep!ace all productions of Type i, i.e. of the forma -~ x for 
a . ~ .  . . . .  ~ . . . .  ' 
V-=TandxC T ,bya- -~a = ae. . : . : ,  : . : :  ; :  
, , . ,  .~  
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(b) Replace all productions of Type iii, i.e., of the form a --* x~ 
a, ~ C V -T  and x C T*, by a --~ Be = eft. 
(c) Add a -~ e for all a ~ S. 
A = L(GP; ~), and since all productions of P~ are of Types i or ii 
[by Bar-Hillel et al. (1961) and by Chomsky and Schutzenberger 
(1963)], L(d ;  or) is a regular set. 
The proof for B is similar. Instead of replacing Type-ill productions 
in P, replace Type-ii productions of the form a -~ f~x by a --~ e~ = f~e. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let B ~ In, b} * and let wl , w2 ~ {a, b} *. I f  for each v ~ B 
I 
there exists n ~ 0 and there exists v ,  described in the next sentence, such 
! n n that v = v a b w2 , and for each n >= 0 there exists such :a v ~ B, then B is 
not regular. For each v C B, i f  w~ ~ e, then for the corresponding J ,  
! tP ~ t !  ! p 
v = v wl for some or v = wl' for some sui~x wl of wl ,  and i f  wl = e, 
t b fo rsomev orv '= e. then  v = yrt tt 
If B were regular, then, by McNaughton and Yam~da (1960), B 
would be accepted by some finite-state automaton. Since the number 
of states is finite there exist n(1) and n(2),  n(1) ~ n(2), and vl' and 
! / n(2) v2 satisfying the hypothesis uch that, if v~'a ~(~ and v~ a are read 
into the automation, the same state is reached. Since both v~'a~(~b~(~)w2 
! n(2) ~n(2)  and v2 a o w2 are accepted, it follows that v2~a~(2)b~(~)w2 is accepted. 
But this is not a word of B. So the automaton accepts words other than 
those in B, and B is not regular. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let C c {a, b} * and let Wl , w2 C {a, b}*. I f  for each v C C 
! 
there exists n >= 0 and there exists v ,  described in the next sentence, such 
n n!  
that v = 'w~a b v ,  and for each n >= 0 there exists such a v C C, then C is 
• " ' ' av"  not regular. For each v C C, i f  w2 ~ e, then for the corresponding v ~ v = 
v" ' t = av,~ for some or v = we for some prefix w(  of w2 , and i f  w2 = e then v' 
or  v t ~- e.  
A proof similar to that of Lemma 1.2 could be given. Another proof is 
based on the f~ct that the reflection of a regular set is regular. By 
Lemma 1.2 the reflection of C is not regular. Therefore C is not regular. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now immediate. Since every regular set 
R can be expressed as (R, e) o e, a regular set is a regular matching- 
choice set. 
Since {a~b':~tn >= 0} = (a, b)*o e is not regular, but is a regular 
matching-choice s t, the inclusion is proper. 
Most of the results in the next two theorems were stated by Chomsky 
and Sehntzenberger (1963) without proof. 
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THEOREM 1.2. The family of regular matching-choice sets is not closed 
under concatenation, nor under the operation of forming matching-choice 
sets. 
THEORE~ 1.3. The family of regular matching-choice sets is a proper 
subset of the family of meta-linear languages. 
Before these two theorems are proved a notational definition will be 
given and two lemmas proved. 
DEFINITION 1.1. For each word x, for each letter a, n(a,  x) is the 
number of occurrences of a in x. If, for a set A _ {a, b} *, for some con- 
stant k, for each x C A,  n(a, x) -- n(b, x) = k, then"n(a ,  A)  -- 
n(b, A) = k"  will be written. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let k > 1. Let wo , wl , • • •, wk be k + 1 particular words 
of {a, b} *. Let 
n(1)~n(1) n(2)~n(2) n(k)~n(k)W " for each i, A = t woa o wla o w2 . . .  wk_~a o '~. 
1 < i<  k ,n ( i )  >-_ 0}. 
For each x C A,  for each prefix x' of x, 
n(b, x') -- n(a, x') <= n(b, WoW1 . . .  wk). 
The proof is simply a matter of counting the a's and b's in each of the 
following three possibilities. 
(i) x' w a~(1)b~(1)w an(2)b~(2)w o ~(i)~(i) , -~" 0  2 . . . .  Wj_ la  o w j  for some j, 
0 _-__ j ~ k and for some prefix wj' of wj. 
t n(1)~n(1) n(2)~n(2) (ii) x = woa o wla o w2 . . .  w J  for some j, 0 _<-j < k, 
and for some l => 0. 
(iii) x' = woa~(~)bn(~)Wlt~"~(2)b~(2)w~ . . .  wia'(~)b ~for some j, 0 =< j < k, 
and for some l, 0 <- 1 <- n ( j ) .  
LEMM~ 1.5. Let k > 1, and let wo , w~ , • • • , wk , and the set A be as in 
Lemma 1.4. A is not a regular matching-choice set. 
Suppose A were a regular matching-choice s t. Then by Section 1, there 
would be a grammar G = ( V, T, P )  such that L(  G; z) = A, T = {a, b}, 
and the productions of P are of Types i, ii, and iii only. 
Since ~ ~ • = woa b w~w~ .. w~ E A for all n > 0, by an argument similar 
to that in the proof of Lemma 1.2, A is not regular. Therefore, by Bar- 
ttillel, et al. (1961) and by Chomsky (1959), there are self-embedding 
elements in G. Let a E V -T  be such that, for some x, y, x~, yl ,  z E T*, 
xl ~ e, Yl ~ e, • :=* xay, a ~ x~ayl , and z ~ z. Then for each n _-> 0, 
xxl zy~ y E A.  Since for all elements of A the difference between the 
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number  of a's and b's is constant, for each n ->_ 0, 
n(  a, XXl'*zyl'*y ) - n (  b, XXl"zyl'*y )
= n(a ,  wow1 . . .  wk) - n (b ,  wow1 . . .  wk) ,  
and there are the same number  of occurrences of a's as there are of b's 
in x ly l .  
Suppose xl contains both a's and b's. Then xl n would contain at least 
n strings of a's and n strings of b's. But  xl ~ is a segment of a word of A 
which contains at most k + 1 strings of a's plus the number of strings in 
the ' w~ s. So there is a bound on the number of strings of a's that  may occur 
t b z, = b ~ in xl , but  no bound on n. Therefore xl = a and Yl = or xl 
and yl = a t for some 1. 
Suppose xl = b z and yl = a t, then xbntza'~y C A for all n _>- 0. As n 
increases the number  of b's in xb~z increases, but the number of a's in 
xbnZz remains constant. So for some n, 
n(b ,  xb~tz) - n (a ,  xbntz) > n(b ,  WoW1 . . .  wk) ,  
contradicting Lemma 1.4. Hence Xl = a z and yl = b z for some l. 
Suppose xt is part  of the first string of a's not in the w~'s. Then 
x = woa m). I n  this case either z = a"~)b~(3)Wl'Z ' for wl' # e, Wl' a prefix of 
w~, and z' an appropriate suffix, or z = a~(2)bZ(3). 
I f  z a":)bt(3)w~'z ', then ° m) nt ~(2),t(~) , ,~nz = ~0a a a 0 w~zo ybe longstoA .  But  
for some n, l(1) + nl  + /(2) # /(3). Therefore z = a~(2)bt(~), and  
Y bl(4)wlan(2)bn(2)w2 n(k) in(k) . = " " " Wk- - la  0 'Wk,  
so that  
n n woa l (1 )anta l (2 )bt (3)bntb l (a )w lan(2)bn(2)w2 n(~) .n (k )  
XXl  Zy l  y . . . .  Wk--xa 0 Wk.  
Next  suppose xl is part  of the j th  string of a's not in the w~'s, for 
j # 1. Then 
n(1)'rn(1) w n(2)~n(2) " " 
X --- woa  0 la  o w2 . . .  wy_2an(~-~)bn°-~)wj_xam). 
As before, z = aZ(2)b "3), and 
~/(4)  n ( j+ l )  zn ( j+ l )  ~ n(k)~n(k) 
y = o wja o w~+l • " "  Wk- la  o wk 
SO that  
n n n(j--1) ~n($:--1) l(l) nZ~(2)Lt(3)Tlnl~l(4 ) XXl  Zy l  y = ~voan(1)bn(1)Wl ' ' '  wj_2a o wj_t,,  ,~ ,~ ~, ~, ~, 
X w~an( j+ l )bn( j+ l )wa+l  ~ n(k)~n(k) . . . . .  Wk- la  o wk .  
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Let S be the set of all elements a C V-T such that there exist: x, y, xl, 
yl,  z C T* such that xl ~ e, Yl ~ e, ~ ~ xay,  ~ ~ x~ayl , and a ~ z. 
Let & and & be the subsets of S defined as follows. If a ~ S then by 
definition there exist x, y, x~, y~, and z as stated above associated with 
a.~a E & if and only if the xl associated with a is part of the first string 
of a's not in the w/s in xz~zy~y, a ~ $2 if and only if the x~ associated 
witt ! a is part. of the j th  string of a's not in the w/s for somej  > 1. 
By! the above discussion, if a C & ,  then the first word containing a
n(k).n(l~), r $2 in a. generation chain must be of the form u~au2a o wk. If a ~ , 
n(1) n(1) thc.n the first word is of the form woa b Ul,~U~.. 
Let, B be the set of words which appear to the right of elements of 
& in generation chains. Then for each v C B there exists J ~ {a, b}* 
t! ~ ?! I ! 
such that v' = v wk_~ or v' v wk-~ for some suffix ~c~_~ ofwk-~ if wk-~ ~ e, 
and v' v"b or v' = = e if u'k-1 = e, and there exists n(k)  > 0 such that 
! n (k ) .n (k )  v = va o 'wk. By LemmaI . l ,  the set of words to the right of ele- 
ments of S, in generation chains is regular. So B is regular. Therefore, by 
Lemma 1.2, there exists n(k)  > 0 such that there is no v' satisfying the 
; n(k) l  ;'~(k~ F- above requirements such that va  o 'wk < B. 
In generating the words 
n( l )~n (l) n(2)~n(2) I an(k )bn(k ) l l  
woa o ?zla o zb'2 - • • t¢ ' t ; _1  • ;k  
for all values of n( 1 ), the elements of & must be used, but these elements 
will not yield all values of n(k).  By '~ similar argument elements of $2 
are needed to obtain all vahms of n(k) ,  but they will not yield all values 
of n(1). Hence it. is not possible to obtain all values of n(k) for each 
value of n(1),  and vice versa. IIence there are words of A which are not 
in L(G;  a). So A is not a regular matching-choice s t. 
Theorem 1.2 is now easily proved. By" À~cmma 1.5, if 
A = {a'b"a"b":--4n > 0 and :Rm _-> 0] 
then A is not a rcgular matching-choice s t. But A = ((a, b)*o  e) X 
((a, b)* o e). So A is the concatcnatiort of regular matching-choice s ts. 
A is also the result of forming a matching-choice set from regular 
matching-choice s ts since A = ((a, b ) * o e, ( a, b ) * o e) o e. 
Theorem 1.3 is "also easily proved now. That a regular matching-('hoice 
set is a meta-linear language is a direct consequence of the characteriza- 
tion of meta-lincar languages in terms of matching-choice and regular 
notation. That the inclusion is proper follows f rom Lemma 1.5. 
( (a,  b)* o e)( (a,  b)* o e) is a met'>linear language, but not a regular 
matching-choice s t. 
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In Part I of this paper the relations among the families of-regular 
sets, regular matching-choice s ts, and meta-linear languages have been 
investigated along with some of the closure properties. In Part II, more 
closure properties will be considered, and it will be shown that .the 
family of meta-linear languages i a proper subset of the family of stand- 
ard matching-choice s ts, which in turn is a proper subset Of the family 
of context-free languages. : i . 
In  Part I"of this paper notational conventions were I given~ matchiiigi 
choice sets defined, and some previous results summarized. It  w~s sh(iwn 
that the family of regular sets is a proper subset of the family of:regtiiar 
matching-choice s ts, which in turn is a proper subset of the family"0f 
meta-iinear languages. In Part I I  the relations among ithe families: of 
meta-linear !anguages, tandard matching-choice S ts, ~i~nd Context-free 
languages :will be examined, along with some closure properties of the 
fami l ieS.~" : ' ' ..... 
1. :The first three theorems are all based on the fac* that 
((a, b)* o e)* is not a meta-linear language. The theoremswili be stated, 
but before they are proved several lemmas leading to the above fact will 
be proved. : ' ~ " ," 
THEOtiEM II.1. Neither the family of regular matching-choice setS;• nor 
the family of metaJinear languages is closed under the * 'operation. 
THEOREM II.2. The family of recta-linear languages is a propersubset 
of the family of standard matching-choice s ts. . . . . . . .  : ~" 
THEOREM II.3. The family of recta-linear languages is not closed under 
the operation of forming matching-choice sets. 
LEMM~ !II.1. Let j be an integer, positive or negative. Let A c {a, b} * 
be such that, for some k, n( a, A) -- n( b, A) = t~. If, for an infinite number 
of values of n, n > 0 and n > j, there exists w16 {a, b}* such that 
n n--Y.' t 
wla b 6 A, or if, for an infinite number of values of n, n > O and n > j, 
there ezists:w~ 6 {a,b}* such that a~-~b'w2 6 A, then Afis not.regular. ~. 
If A were regular, then by McNaughton and Yamada (1960)A ~ould 
be accepted by some finite-state automaton. If for more ~¢Mues. of n 
than there,,are states in the automaton w~a'b ~-j ~ A, thenfor  atdeast 
n(2)  two such values n(1) and n(2), n(1) ~ n(2), when wna ~(!) and -~12~. , 
are read into the automaton the same state is reached, wl~a~(1)b '~(1)-~ 
~, ~n(2) l~n(2) - - J  and c~12u, t] are both in A. So w~ta'a)b ~(2)-i is accepted by the 
automaton." '" ' . . . .  " 
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Since wua"a)b '~(1)-~ C A, 
n(a, wn) -~- n(1) -- n(b, wu) = k + n(1) - j, 
Use this value in considering wua'(1)b'(2)-s: 
n(a, wu) -~ n(1) -- n(b, Wll) - -  n(2) ~- j  = k + n(1) -- n(2) ~ k. 
So w~a~(1)b ~(~)-j ~ A, and A is not regular. 
The proof for a b w~ is similar. 
LEM~ II.2. Let S C {a, b}* be a set such that n( a, S) - n(b, S) = O. 
Let A C_ {a, b}* be a set such that for some k, for each x E A, for each prefix 
x r of x such that the length of x I is greater than or equal to k, n(a, x 1) -- 
n(b, x') >= k. I f  for an infinite number of values of n >= 0 there exist wl 
and w2 C {a, b} * such that Wl(Sa)'(bS)~w2 c__ A, then A is not regular. 
If A is regular, then, as before, it is accepted by a finite-state au- 
tomaton. If there are an infinite number of values of n such that 
wl(Sa)~(bS)'w~ c_ A, then for some state of the automaton and for 
some word x E S, there are an infinite number of values of n such 
that wl(xa) ~ reaches that state when read into the automaton, and 
wl(xa)"(bx)~w~ E A. Let n(1) be one such value and let wu and wl~ 
be the: words such that wll(xa)~(1)(bx)~(1)wl~ C A. Let n(a, Wll) - 
n(b, wu) = kl. There exists n(2) > ]ci -t- n(1) - /c and there exist 
/X \n(2)[~x\n(2) ~X \n (2)  w~ and w22 such that w21~ a) ~o ) w2~ is accepted and w~(a)  
reaches the same state as Wll(xa) '~(1). Therefore wll(xa)'~(1)(bx)'~(2)w2~ 
is accepted. 
By hypothesis n(a, x) - n(b, x) = 0. So 
n( a, wu( xa )'~(1) (bx) "(2)) -- n(b, Wll( xa)'~(1) (bx) '~(~)) 
= n(a, wu) - n(b, wu) -{- n(1) -- n(2) 
= /~1 -~ n(1)  - -  n (2 )  
<k- t -n (1) - - / c - -n (1)  +k=k.  
Hence wll(xa)"(l)(bx) ~(2) cannot be a prefix of a word in A, and 
wu(xa)~(I)(bx)~(~)w~ ~ A. So A is not regular. 
Lv.M~ II.3. Let A c__. {a, b}* be such that n(a, A)  -- n(b, A)  --- k 
for some k. I f  Qi, Q~, "'" , Q, are sets of ordered pairs of words, and C is 
a set of words, such that 
Q1Q~ ""  Q, o C c_. A, 
then for each i, 1 < i <= n, there is a t~ such that, for each ( x~ , y~) E Q~ , 
n(a, x,~. ,) - n(b, x,~j~) = k~. 
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Let (x~, y~) ~ Qi, for each i, and let (x / ,  y / )  E Qj be such that 
(x i ,  yj) ~ (x / ,  y / ) ,  for any j, 1 =< j = n. Let z E C; 
xlx2 . . .  xi-lxjxixi+l . . .  xnzyn *'" Yi+lY~Yi--1 "'" Y2Yl C A 
and 
XlX2  ' ' "  X i - lX  i X i+1 ' ' "  xnzyn  " ' "  Yy+lYi Y] - I  " ' "  y~y~ C A. 
Since these two words differ only in (xj ,  yj) and (x / ,  y / ) ,  and for both 
of them the difference of number of a's and the number of b's is k, 
n(a, xiyi) -- n(b, xiyi) = n(a, x /y / )  -- n(b, x /y / )  = ks. 
LEMMA II.4. Let A be as in Lemma II.3. I f  A1, A2 , • • • , An are sets 
such that AIA2 • • • AN C A, then for each i, 1 <- i < n, there exists k~ such 
that n(a, Ai)  - n(b, A~) = k~. 
(A1,  e) (A2,  e) . . .  (A~,  e) o e = A1A~ . . .  A~ ~ A.  
By Lemma II.3, there exists k~, 1 < i < n, such that, for each (x, y) C 
(A~,e) ,n (a ,  xy) -- n(b, xy) : k~..But (x ,y )  C (A~,e)  i fandon ly  
if x ~ A and y = e. Therefore for each x C A i 
n(a ,x )  - n (b ,x )  = n(a, xy) - n(b, xy) = ki .  
LEMMA II.5. Let A be as in Lemma II.3. Let Q o C be a standard match" 
ing-choice set such that Q o C c_ A.  Then for each underlying set B of 
Q o C there exists kb such that n(a, B)  - n(b, B)  = kb. 
Let the underlying sets of Q o C be B1, B~, • • • , B~, where C = B~. 
Form a new matching-choice expression Q'o/~1 by replacing each B~ 
by ~ in the expression Q o C. Q~ o ~ is a regular matching-choice s t on 
the alphabet {~1, ~,  " "  , ~}.  For each word of Q' o ~1, the set formed 
by replacing each f3~ by B~ is a subset of Q o C. Each set is also a finite 
concatenation of the underlying sets of Q o C. Each/3~ in the expression 
Q'o ~ occurs in at least one word of QPo ~.  So each underlying set 
B of Q o C occurs in at least one concatenation that is a subset of A. 
Hence by Lemma II.4, for each B there exists kb such that n(a, B)  -- 
n(b, B)  = kb. 
LEMMA II.6. Let A = Q o C be a standard matching-choice set on the 
alphabet {a, b} such that n(a, A )  -- n(b, A)  = k for some k. Let Q1 be a 
set of pairs included in the expression Q, and let kl be the constant such that, 
for each (x, y) E Q1, n(a,  xy) - n(b, xy) = k l . / f  QI* is part of the ex- 
pression Q, then kl = O. 
If QI* is part of the expression Q, for each n => 0, Q~* contributes 
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Segme~ts:x,~ and y~ to words of A such.that n(a, x~y~) - n(b, :c~y~) = 
nkl. For each word z~ E: A involving: x~ and y~ f rom Qi* there is 
another zm E A, n ~ m, that differs from z n only by the replacement of
x~ and y~ by x~ and y,~. So . . . . . . . .  
n(a, z~) - n(b, z~) = k' ~ nkl 
for some k', and 
:~ ! ~ .... : n(a, z~) --  n(b, z,~) : k'  -~-,mki 
Since z~ and z~ are both words of A, 
k' Jr nki ---- k ---- k' JF mki. 
Hencenkl = mk~ ~nd ki = O. 
LEMMA II.7. Let A = QQ~ o C be a standard matching-choice s t such 
k' thatA C {a,b}*,forsomelc, n (a ,A)  -n (b ,A)  = k, forsome foreach 
x E A for each prefixed x' of x if the length of x' is greater than or equal to 
k', then n(a, x') n(b, x') >= k'. Let M = {x:3y such that (x, y) E QI. 
There: is: a regular combination of underlying sets which expresses M, and 
if U* is a part of that expression, then, for each x C U, n(a, x) - 
n(b, x) >-_ O. 
By the definition of a matching-choice s t, M is a regular combination 
of underlying sets. In fact, an expression for M can be derived from Q 
by taking the first components of the pairs of sets in the expression for 
Q and combining them by the Set operations with the same names, union, 
concatenation, and *, in the same order, as the operations used on the 
pairs of sets to form Q. 
Suppose: U* appears in the expression for M. Then for each x E U, 
n(a, x) - .  n(b, x) =>0. For if there were more b's than a's in a word of 
U, that~wbrd could be repeated enough times in a word of M So that  
there would be a prefix x' of a word of A with n(a, x') " n(b, x') < lc'. 
LEMMA II.8. Let A and M be as in Lemma II.7. Let N= ly :3x  sueh 
that":(x?y..)!~E Q}. There is a regular combination of underlying sets which 
expresse~'N, and if U* is part of that expression, then, for each x E U, 
n(a, x) -- n(b, x) <= O. 
As in the proof of Lemma 11.7, by the definition of i matching- 
choice, set, i  regular c0mbination of underlying sets can be~:obtained for 
N from • £he expression Q by taking the second components of the pairs 
of sets i'n ~he expression Q and combining them with union, Concatenation 
in the reverse order, and * as the pairs are combined with union, con- 
catenation, and * 
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v* ,  
" If  an expression U* occurs in N, there is an expression Q m Q: and a 
corresponding expression T* in M such that T and U are matched 
sets in Q', T is from the first components of pairs of Q' and U from the 
second components. By Lemma II.6, for each (x, y) ~ Q', n (a ;xy)  - 
n(b, xy) = O. By Lemma II.7, for each x C T, n(a, x) -- n(b, x), >- O. 
So for each y ~ U, n(a, y) -- n(b, y) <= O. 
LEMMA I!.9. Let A be as in Lemma II.7. Let N be as in Lemma I I.8. 
I f  U is an expression, composed of underlying sets, which is part of the 
expression for N, then there is an upper bound on In(a, z) ~-  n(b, z): 
3z C U}.  : 
The proof is by induction on the number of operations, union, con- 
catenation, and *, used on the underlying sets of A in the expression U. 
If  U is an Underlying set, then by Lemma II .5 n(a, U) - n(b, U) = e 
for some constant c. 
I f  U = Ut u U2, then by the induction hypothesis there exist el 
and co. suchthat  fo reaehx iC  U i , i  = 1, 2, n(a, xl) - -n(b ,  xl) <= c~. 
Hence max {cl, e~} is the desired upper bound. 
If  U = UIU2, let c~ and c2 be as in the above case. Then, for each 
z ~ U1U2, n(a, z) -- n(b, z) < Cl .A[- C2. 
I f  U = UI*, then by Lemma II.8, for each x~ U1, n(a, x) - 
• U * n (a ,  z)  n (b ,  z )  < O. n(b, x) <= O. Hence, foreachz ~ 1 , - = 
LEMMA II.10. Let S C {a, b}* be a set such that n ( a, S) - n ( b, S) = O. 
Let Bi , i = 1, 2, . . .  , be subsets of {a, b}* such that for each Bi there are 
only a finite number of values of n such that there exist wi , w2 C: {a, b} * 
and there exists S ! C_ S such that wl(S a) (bS ) w2 C_ Bi .  
Let A be a regular combination of the sets B~, i = 1, 2, • • • . I f  for each 
V, a part of the expression A which is composed of sets B~ , there is an upper 
bound on {n(a, x) - n(b, x ) :3x  C V}, and if for each U*, a part of thd 
expression A, for each x C U, n(a, x) - n(b, x) <-_ O, then there are only 
a finite number of values of n for which there exist wl, w~ C [a, b} * and 
there exists S' C_ S such that wt(S'a)n(bS')~w~ C A. 
The proof is by induction on the number 1 of operations, union, con- 
catenation, and *, used on the sets B~ in the expression A. 
If  1 = 0, then A = B~ for some i. By hypothesis wt(S a) (bS } w2 c B~ 
for only a finite number of values of n. 
I f  1 > 0, then there are three cases to eonsider. 
Case (a):  A = At u A2. By the induction hypothesis, ~neither 
A~ nor A2 has subsets w~(S'a)'(bS')nw2 for an infinite number of values 
of n. Hence their union has such subsets for  only a finite number  of 
values of n. 
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Case (b) : A = A1A2. As in Case (a), neither A1 nor A2 has subsets 
wl(S'a)n(bS')nw2 for an infinite number of values of n. The only way in 
which their concatenation could have such subsets for an infinite number 
of values of n is for Wl(S'a) n and (bS')nw2 to be subsets of A1 and As 
respectively for an infinite number of values of n. This is impossible, 
since if wl(S' a) ~ ~ A1 for an infinite number of values of n, then {n(a, x) 
- n(b, x):3x C A1} has no upper bound. 
Case (c): A = AI*. Again, the induction hypothesis rules out the 
possibility of A1 having subsets Wl(S'a)n(bSP)nw2 for an infinite number 
of values of n. By the reasoning of Case (b), wl(S'a) ~ ~ At for only a 
finite number of values of n. So the only way in which At* can have 
subsets wl(S'a)~(bSt)~w2 for an infinite number of values of n is for 
(S'a) 1(1) and (bS') i(2), l(1), 1(2) ~ 0, to be subsets of A1. By hypothesis, 
for each x ~ A1, n(a,x)  - n(b, x) <-_ O. But n(a, (S'a) ~(1)) - 
n(b, (S'a) z(2)) = l(1) => 0. So (S'a) z(1) ~ A~. 
LEMMA II.11. Let A = QQ1 o C be as in Lemma II.7. Let S c_ {a, b} * 
be a set such that n(a, S) - n(b, S) = O. If, for each underlying set B 
of A, for only a finite number of values of n do there exist Wl , w~ C {a, b}* 
such that wl( Sa)~(bS)~w~ c_ B, then for only a finite number of values of 
n do there xist words wo, wl, w2 C {a, b}* such that 
(wo, wl(Sa)~(bS)~w2) ~ Q. 
Let N be as in Lemma II.8. Then by Lemmas II.8, II.9, and II.10, N 
can contain subsets Wl(Sa)~(bS)~w2 for only a finite number of values of 
n. Hence (w0, wl(Sa)~(bS)nw2) ~ Q for only a finite number of values 
of n. 
For Lemmas II.12 and II.16, procedures for finding expressions of 
certain types for some subsets of matching-choice ombinations of pairs 
are needed. These procedures are given below for an expression Q which 
uses only the operations concatenation a d * on sets of pairs. 
Procedure A. Let Q be a matching-choice combination of sets 
A~, A2, • • • , B~, B2, • • • such that only concatenation and * are used 
on sets of pairs. Number the sets of pairs upon which * acts by levels 
and order of appearance from left to right as follows. 
Pairs of sets (A~, B~) which are not starred are not numbered. They 
are sets of pairs on level O. 
A pair of sets (A~, Bj) which is starred, i.e., occurs as (Ai,  B~)*, 
is a set of pairs on level 1. The nth such pair from left to right is QI~. 
A set of pairs which is formed by concatenation a d * on sets on levels 
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less than k 4- 1, including at least one set on level k, and which is starred 
in the expression Q is a set of pairs on level # + 1. The nth such pair from 
left to right is Q(~+I)~,. 
Example. 
Q = (A1, B1)(( (A2,  B2)*(A3, B3))*(A4, B4)*)*((As,  Bs)(A6, B6)*)* 
(A1, B1), (Aa, B3), and (As, Bs) are not starred and are on level 0. 
(A2,  B2) -- Ql l ,  (A4, B4) = Q12, and (A6, B6) = Qla. 
These are all the sets of pairs on level 1. 
* ~)Q13 = Q2~. Qn(A3, B3) = Q~, and (As, B * 
These are all the sets of pairs on level 2. 
Q21Q12 = Qal is the only set of pairs on level 3. 
Q = (A1 B~n*/3* , l u3t~2~ • There are as many Q~j as there are stars in the 
expression Q. 
Procedure B. Let Q be as in Procedure A with the starred parts 
numbered by Procedure A. Suppose n _-> 1 is the highest level. For each 
Q~ form the following two types of expressions. 
O~O * O" O'O* .O* .O* .O" Suppose Q = .~ %ni.~ by Procedure A. Then .~ ~ ~ . ~  is an 
0 ' (0"  .~ 30" expression of Type I. Maybe ~ ~.~j  ~ is a dearer way to write this. 
0 '0"  0 f) ,  f)~t If n > 1, .~ -~n~-~-~-~ is an expression of Type II. Notice that the 
Type II expression is obtained from the Type-I expression by removing 
the * on the middle one of the three Q*~. If n = 1, there is no Type- I I  
expression for Q,i. 
If n > 1 repeat the process for each Q(~-k)i, k ->_ 1, appearing in 
f-j~ /3 .  f lu  Q~ = ~(,,-k)j~(,-k)~~Z(~-k)~" in the Type-I I  expression to obtain 
~nit*Z(n--k)J~(n--k)jt~(n--k)J~(n--k)J~(n--k)j~ni~ 
an expression of Type I, and 
Q ~fl ~ [3" ,,~* /3 ~ ~U f~* flu 
an expression of Type II. 
Continue in this fashion through all the levels until there are no new 
Type-I I  expressions from which to obtain more Type-I expressions. 
Each Type-I expression is of the form 
Q' n* n* n* n" 
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and represents a subset of Q which contains all the words of Q to which 
Qi* contributes. 
LEMMa II.12. Let A ~ {a, b}* be such that, for some lc, n(a, A) - 
n(b, A) = k, and for some k' for each x C A for each prefix x' of x if the 
length of x t is greater than or equal to k' then n(a, x ~) - n(b, x ~) > k'. 
If, for an infinite number of values of n(1), there exist an infinite number of 
values of n(2) such that there exist wo, wl, w2 C la, b}* such that 
n(1)Tn(1) n(2)Tn(2) woa o wla o w~ C A, then A is not a regular matching-choice set. 
By Lemma II.2, if, for an infinite number of values of n(1) and 
any value of n(2),  woa~(1)b~(1)wla~(2)b~(2)w2 C A, then A is not regular. 
Assume A = Q o C is a regular matching-choice s t. By Yntema (1965), 
Q may be expressed as a union of sets of pairs involving only concatena- 
tion and *. Suppose * does not appear in the expression for Q. Then 
Q o C is a finite union of finite concatenation of regular sets, and hence 
regular. Since by Lemma II.2 this is impossible, there must be a * in 
the expression Q. 
Follow Procedures A and B on each term in the union forming Q 
to obtain a finite set of expressions for subsets of Q. For each starred 
set Qi* in Q there is a Type-I expression Q'QI*Qi*Qi*Q". 
By Lemma II.5 for each underlying set B there is a constant c such 
that n(a, B) - n(b, B) = c. Let k" be greater than the maximum of the 
b ~,, absolute values of these c's. Then neither a k, nor is an element of an 
underlying set. So, to obtain an infinite number of values of n(1),  some 
pair in Q~* in the expression Q must be (a ~, b ~') for appropriate values 
of l and l'. By Lemma II.6, l = l'. 
Let n(1) be a value for which there exist an infinite number of values of 
n(1)~n(1) n(2) l.n(2) , n(2) suchthatthereexistwo,wl,andw2,anawoa o wl~ ~, ~2 C A, 
and let n(1) be large enough that it requires ome Q~* in Q. Then for 
o~o *o *o *o pp each value of n(2),  for some Type-I expression ~ .~g ~ ~ ~ , the 
center Q~* contributes (am), bin)). Since the words contributed by 
• • l(2) z(3) 
Q~*Q" o C, come between those of the center Q~ , they must include a b 
for l(2) => 0 and 1(3) > 0. Hence to obtain woa"(~)b"e)wla"e)b~(~)w2, 
(woal(4), ~l(5) n(2)~n(2) o wla o w:) for l(4) >_- 0 and l(5) > 0 must come from 
Q'Q~*, and l(1) + l(2) + l(4) = l(1) -1- l(3) 3- l(5) = n(1). 
Since there are only a finite number of Type-I expressions, there are 
only a finite number of expression Q~Q~* to consider. So, for one of these 
there are an infinite number of values of n(2) for which there exist 
w0, w~, and w2 such that (woa ~(4), bt(5)wla~(2)b~e)w2) ~ Q'Q~*. By Lemmas 
II.11 and II.2 there must be  an underlying set of Q'Q~* which is not 
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regular. Therefore there must be an underlying set of A which is not 
regular, and A is not a regular matching-choice s t. 
Lemma II.12 offers an alternative proof of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA II.13. Let n and k be integers such that 1 <= n < k,. Let A1, 
A2 , . . .  , Am be regular matching-choice sets on In, b}. Let A c {a, b}* be 
such that, for some c, n(a,  A )  - n(b, A )  = c, and for some c' for each 
x C A for each prefix x t of x if  the length of x' is greater than or equal to 
e', then n(a, x')  -- n(b, x') >= c'. I f ,  for an infinite number of changes in 
each component of the k-tuple (n( 1 ), n( 2), . . .  , n (k  ) ), there are an infinite 
number of changes in each of the other components uch that there exist 
wi C {a, b}*, O =< i =< t~, and 
n(1)~n(1) n(2)~n(2) n(k)zn(t¢) oa o wla o w2 . . .  wk_~a o wk C A,  
then A ~ A1A2 . . .  Am. 
The proof is by induction on k. Since 1 < k, the smallest, possible 
value is 2. 
k = 2 :1  _-< n < 2. Therefore n = 1. By Lemma II.12, if for an 
infinite number of changes in the first component of (n(1), n(2))  there 
are an infinite number of changes in the second such that there exist 
n(1)~n(1) n(2).n(2)~ Wo, Wl, and w2 such that woa o w~a o w2C A then A is not a 
regular matching-choice s t. Hence A ~ A1. 
/~ > 2: Suppose that for an infinite number of values for each com- 
ponent of (n( 1 ), n(2),  .. • , n(k) ) there are an infinite number of changes 
in each of the other components such that there exist w~, 0 <= i < k, 
and 
n(1)Tn(1) n(1)~n(2) n(k)~n(k) woa o ~;la t J  W2 "'" Wk_la o w~: ~ AIA2 . . .  A~ 
for 1 =< n < k. 
By the first part of this proof, n ¢ 1. So, suppose n > 1 and consider 
A~A2 . . .  A,~_~. There are several possible prefixes which might come 
from this set. Let 
XfXtf n(1)~n(1) n(2)~n(2) =woa o wla o ~v2 " " "  ~)k_lan(k)bn(k)~tDk , 
X' ~ AiA~ ""  A~_i and x '~ E A~. 
Consider first the possibility of the break between x' and x" being in 
the pair a"(~)b ~(~) for some i, 1 < i =< k. Either: (a) x' = z'a~(1)b ~(~), 
/(1) > 0, and S = ble)z ", l(2) => 0, for appropriate z' and z", and 
l(1) + /(2) = n( i ) ;  or (b) x' = z'a m), l(1) > 0, and x" = al(~')b~(i)S, 
l(2) > 0,/(1) -I- l(2) = n( i ) ,  for appropriate z' and J .  
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Case (a) is impossible for all but a finite number of values of n( i )  ; 
otherwise there would be large enough values of /(2) such that, for 
some y'  C A1A2 . . .  A,~-I ,  n (a ,  ytb~(~)) - n(b,  y'b l(~)) < c r and y'b Z(2) 
is a prefix of a word of A. This contradicts the hypothesis about A. The 
finite number of possibilities in this case may be disregarded. 
In Case (b) there are only a finite number of possible values for 
l(1) = n( i )  - l (2 ) .  Otherwise the difference n( i )  - 1(2) could be so 
great that, for some yt ~ A1A2 . . .  A~_I ,  n (a ,  y'al(2)b~(~)) -- 
n(b,  y'aZ(2)b m(1)) < c', contradicting the prefix hypothesis about A. 
So Case (b) may be written x'  = z'a "~) and x = a"2)b~(~)(b"~)z") 
for a finite number of values of I(1). There are four possibilities left to 
consider. 
n(1)~n(1) n(2).n(2) /(1) (i) x' = woa o wla o w2 . . .  wj_la , and 
P! ~ l (2 )L l (2 ) [7 .1 (1)  ~ ~ n(d+l )~.n( j+ l )~.  . .n (k )Ln(k )_  . 
X --~ tb {) ~.t) Wj ) tb  (J "Wj+I  " ' "  Wk- - I ( L  0 "Wk 
fo r j  < k -- 1 and/ (1)  > O. By the discussion above, there are only 
finite number of possible values for l(1). 
t woam(1)bm(1)wlan(2)bn(2)w2 . n ( j )  i n ( j  ) , tt (ii) x = "" W~-l~ ~ ~j,  and x = 
tt n ( j+ l ) .n ( j+ l )  n(k),m(l~)., for j < lc 1 and ' " w~ a o Wi+l • wk-l~ o wh, • " - -  W i W I = Wj 
Either w/  or w j" may be e. 
(iii) x' ~(I),m(1) ~(2).m(2) aZ(1) ~)oa  0 w la  0 w2 . . .  Wk- -2  ~ and  
" aZ(2)bZ(~)(bm)wk 1)a~(~)b~(~)wk, /(1) > 0. 
By the discussion above, there are only a finite number of possible 
values for 1(1). 
(iv) x' ~(~)~(~) m(2)~(~).., w a~(k-~)b ~(k-~) ' = woa o wl(, (, ,w2 " . .  k-~ Wk_l, and 
tt tt m(k)]kn(la)~ t tt t a 
x = w~-~a , w~, for Wk--~Wk--~ = Wk--1 • Either w~-i or wk-~ may be e. 
By Lemma II.12, in Cases (i) and (ii) it is impossible to find an 
infinite number of values for n(k - 1) for which there are an infinite 
number of values of n(k) such that x" ~ A~.  
Similarly, in Case (iii), for each value of the finite number of possible 
ones of / (1)  it is impossible by Lemma 11.12 to find an infinite number of 
values for l(2) for which there are an infinite number of values for 
n(/~) such that x" ~ Am. 
Case (iv) is completed by the induction hypothesis. 
So each of the four cases is impossible for the infinite number of 
changes needed. Therefore A # AiA~ . . .  Am. 
LEMMA II.14. Let  m >= 1 be an integer. For each i, 1 <-_ i <= m, let 
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! 
l(i) >= 1 be an integer. Let m' = max/ l ( i ) : l  <= i <= m}. Let k :> ram. 
Let A~,  1 <-_ i <= m, 1 <= j <-_ l(i), be regular matching-choice sets. Let 
A ~ la, bt* be such that, for some c, n(a, A) - n(b, A) = c, and for 
C t some for each x C A for each prefix x' of x, if the length of x' is greater 
! 
than or equal to c, then n(a, x') -- n(b, x') >= c'. I f  for an infinite number 
of changes in each component of the k-tuple (n(1), n(2), . . - ,  n(k))  
there are an infinite number of changes in each of the other components such 
that there exist w~ ~ {a, b} *, 0 =< i _-< k, such that 
"b~ n(1)~n(1) n(2)bn(2) ~ n(l~).n(k) oa o wla w2 . . . .  Wk--la 0 Wk C A, 
then 
A ~ Ui~-lAaAi2 . . .  Ail(o. 
By Lemma II.13, for each i there exists j ( i )  such that j ( i )  < m' and 
for only j ( i )  components of the k-tuple (n(1),  n(2), . . - ,  n(k))  is it 
true that there are an infinite number of values for each of the j ( i )  
components such that there are an infinite number of changes in each of 
the remaining j ( i )  - 1 components such that for some wi, 0 < i <= k, 
n(1) ~n(1) ?j) an(2)bn(2) an(k)7 .n (~L  woa o 1 w2 ' ' '  w,~-i v "wk C AilAi2 . . .  Ail(i). 
So that for at least k - m' components here are not an infinite number 
of such changes possible. 
Hence in the union of m such sets, no more than mm' components can 
be such that for an infinite number of values of each there are an in- 
finite number of changes in each of the others such that for some 
w~C {a, b}*, 0 -< i -< k, 
woan(~)bn(~)w~an(2)bn(2)w2 "'" W~_~an(k)'nq°)O Wk C U Ai~A~2 "'" Ai~(i). 
i~1  
! r~ Since k > ram, A ~ [Ji=l AilA~ , Ai,(~) . 
As was remarked earlier, to prove Theorem II. 1 it is sufficient o prove 
that A = ((a, b)*o e)* is not a meta-linear language. 
A = la~(1)b~(~)a~(~)b  . . .  a~(~)b~(~):3/c => 1, "~n(i) >= O, 1 <= i <= k}. 
Since there is no bound on k, by Lemma II.14 and the fact that a meta- 
linear language is a finite union of finite concatenations of regular match- 
ing-choice sets, A is not a meta-linear language. Hence neither the family 
of regular matching-choice s ts nor the family of meta-linear languages 
is closed under the * operation. 
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The proof of Theorem II.2, that the family of meta-linear languages i
a subset of the family of standard matching-choice s ts follows from the 
facts that a meta-linear language can be represented as a finite union 
of finite concatenations of regular matching-choice s ts, i.e., standard 
matching-choice s ts of rank 1, and that the family of standard matching- 
choice sets is closed under union and concatenation. Since the set 
((a, b)* oe)* is the standard matching-choice s t ((a, b)*o e, e)*o e, 
the inclusion is proper. 
To prove Theorem II.3 note that (a, b)* o e is a meta-linear language, 
but ( ( a, b) * o e, e) * o e is not. 
9.. I t  remains to examine the relationship of the family of stand- 
ard matching-choice s ts and the family of context-free languages. 
THEOREM II.4. The family of standard matching-choice sets is a proper 
subset of the family of context-free languages. 
Before the theorem is proved some special sets will be defined and some 
lemmas about them proved. 
DEFINITION II.1. For each k > 0, Sk is the subset of {a, b}* defined 
reeursively as follows: 
So = e, and for each k >- 0S~+I = (S~a, bSk)*oe. 
•ElvIMA II.15. For each k >= 0, n(a, Sk) -- n(b, S~) = O. 
The proof is by induction on k and follows immediately from the 
definition. 
LEMMA II.16. Let A c__C_ {a, b}* be such that for some c, n(a, A ) -  
n(b, A) = e, and for some c', for each x C A for each prefix x' of x, if the 
length of x' is greater than or equal to c p then n ( a, x ~) -- n(b, x') >-_ c'. I f  for 
an infinite number of values of n there exist wo, wl C {a, b}* such that 
wo(Ska)~(bSk)nwl c A, 
then A is not a standard matching-choice set of rank less than or equal to l~. 
The proof is by induction on k. If k = 0, then S~ - e and the result 
follows immediately from Lemma II.2. 
For the induction step, assume k _-_ 0. If wo(Sk+la)~(bSk+~)nw~ ~ A 
for at least one value of n > 0, then 
n--i n--i wo(Sk+la) Sk+labSk+l(bSk+l) wl ~ A. 
n- -1  w • Then let vo ~ wo(Sk+la) ~-1 and vl C (bSk+l) 1 
roSa+labS,+iv1 c_ A. 
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Since Sk+l = (Ska, bSk)* o e, this implies 
Vo( S~a )~(i) (bSk ) ~(1) ab( Ska ) n(~) ( bSk ) ~(~') vl ~ A 
for a l ln(1)  => 0 andn(2)  _= 0. 
Suppose A = Q o C is a standard matching-choice s t of rank less than 
or equal to k ~- 1. By Yntema (1965), Q may be expressed as a finite 
union of sets of pairs involving only concatenation and *. Suppose * 
does not appear in the expression for Q. Then Q is a finite union of finite 
concatenations of underlying sets. By Lemma II.5 for each underlying 
set B there is a constant cb such that n(a, B) -- n(b, B) -- cb. Let k I be 
the sum of the absolute values of these constants associated with the 
underlying sets, adding each constant an additional time for each oc- 
currence of its set in the expression for Q. Let k" = I n(a, vo) - n(b, vo) I. 
Let m > ]c I ÷/c"  and consider a word of 
Vo( Ska )m( bSk )mab( Ska ) ~(~) ( bSk ) ~(2) vl . 
Since for a word y C vo(Ska) '~, n(a, y) -- n(b, y) > !c' -~- k", y does 
not belong to one of the concatenations of underlying sets whose union 
is Q. Some of the b's from (bSk) "~ must come from the same underlying 
set as some of the a's from (S~a) m. Since there are only a finite number of 
underlying sets and an infinite number of values of m > k' + k", ~here 
exists an underlying set B such that for an infinite number of values 
of m', for some v0', a suffix of a word of Vo(S~a) ~(~), for some vi', a prefix 
of a word of ( bSk ) "~(2) ab( Ska )'~(2) ( bSk ) "(2) vl , Vo' ( Ska ) " ( bSk ) "vl '  ~ B. 
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, B must be of rank k -~- 1 at least. 
So A is of rank greater than ]c -~- 1. Since this contracts the assumption, 
• must appear in the expression for Q, and to obtain (Ska)'~(~)(bSk) ~(~) 
for an infinite number of values of n(1)((S~a) ~, (bSk) z') must be a sub- 
set of some component part of Q which is starred. 
Follow Procedures A and B on each term in the union forming Q 
to obtain a finite set of expressions for subsets of Q. For each starred set 
Qi* in Q, there is a Type-I expression Q'Qi*Q~*Q~*Q". 
Let n(1) be large enough that (Ska)~(~)(bS~) (~) can be obtained 
only by a contribution from a starred part of Q. Then, for some Type-i  ex- 
pression Q'QI*Q~*QI*Q", the middle Q~* contributes ((S~a)z(~), (bSk)l,(~)). 
By Lemma II.8, l(1) = l~(1). Since the words contributed by Q~*Q'~ oC 
some between those of the middle Q~*, Q~*Q~'o C must contribute 
(Sz~a) ~(2)(bS~) z(~). Hence to obtain v0(S~a) ~(~) (bS~)~(~)ab(S~a) (~)(bSk) ~(~)v~, 
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we must have 
( Vo( Zka ) z(4), ( S~a ) z(5) ab( Ska ) ~(2) ( bSk )n(2) vl ) c Q' Q ~*. 
But by Lemma II.11 this is possible for only a finite number of values of 
n(2) n(2) n(2) if the underlying sets of A contain wo(Ska) (bSk) wl for only a 
finite number of values of n(2).  By the induction hypothesis, for an 
n(2) n(2) underlying set to contain w0(Ska) (bSk) wl for an infinite number of 
values of n(2) it must be of rank k 9- 1 at least. Hence the rank of A 
is greater than k 9- 1. 
DEFINITION II.2. K is the subset of /a, b}* such that x E K if and 
only if n(a, x) = n(b, x) and, for each prefix x' of x, n(a, x') >= n(b, x'). 
DEFINITION II.3. K0 = e, and for each j >= O, Kj+I = (aK~b)*. 
It  will be shown that K = (J~=oKi, and that K is a context-free 
language which is not a standard matching-choice s t. 
LEMMA II.17. For each n >= O, for each m >= n, K~ c K,~ . 
I t  is sufficient to show that K~ ~ Ks+l. This is done by induction on n. 
LEMMA II.18. x C K if and only if there exists n >= 0 such that x C Kn . 
To show K~ ~ K use induction on . For the case n = 0, Kn = e. 
Since e is the only prefix of e, K~ has the prefix property and K~ ~ K. 
For the induction step assume Ks _ K. If x C Ks+l then x E (aK~b) *, 
i.e., there exists ]~ > 1 and there exist yl, y2, " "  , yk E Ks such that 
x = ay~bay2b • • • aykb, or x = e. In the latter case x E K. 
If x = ay~bay2b . . .  aykb, then, since n(a, yi) - n(b, yi) = 0 for 
1 _-< i -< n, it must follow that n(a, x) -- n(b, x) = O. To show the 
prefix property, let x ~ be a prefix of x. I t  is only necessary to c unt the 
a's and b's in each of the three following possibilities. 
(i) x' = e. 
(ii) For somej ~ 1, x' = aylbay2b . . .  ayib. 
(iii) For some j >= 1, x ~ = ay~bay2b . . .  ay/  for some prefix y /  
of yj .  Since e is a prefix of y~, Case (iii) covers the possibility that 
! 
x = aylbay2b • • • ayj_lba. 
In all cases n(a, x') >= n(b, x'). Hence x C K and K~+I _ K. 
To show that if x E K then there exists n such that x E K~, use induc- 
tion on l, the length of x. Since n(a, x) = n(b, x), the length of x must be 
even. If l = 0 then x = eE K~ for a l ln .  If 1 = 2, then x =- ab. 
ab ~ ( aeb ) * = K1. 
Consider the case l > 2. First suppose there is a prefix x' of x such that 
r X p x ~ e, ~ x, and n(a, x') = n(b, x'). Since any prefix x" of x' is a 
prefix of x, n(a, x")  >= n(b, x") .  Therefore x' E K. By the induction 
hypothesis there exists n(1) >= 0 such that x' C K~a). 
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Since x' is a prefix of x, there exists y such that x = x'y. n(a, y) = 
! t t n(b, y).  I f  y is a prefix of y then x y is a prefix of x. So n(a, x'y') 
n(b, xty'). Hence n( a, y') >= n(b, y'). By the induction hypothesis there 
exists n(2) -> 0 such that y ~ K~(2) .
Let n = max{n(1) ,  n(2)}. Then x '~ K~ and y C K~ by Lemma 
II.17. So x~C (aK~_lb) k(1) for some k(1) >= 0 and y ~ (aK~_Ib) k(2~ 
/ v7 ~ \k(1)+k(2)  
for some k(2) = 0. Hence x C [aa~_lo) 2 K~. 
Next suppose x has no prefix x ~ other than e and x such that n(a, S )  
= n(b, x'). The first letter of x must be a. I f  the first letter were b, then 
there would be a prefix of x having one b and no a. Similarly, the last 
letter must be b. I f  the last letter were a, then the prefix consisting of 
all but the last letter would have more b's than a's. So x = ayb for some 
y C (a, b}*. n(a, y) = n(b, y). 
Let y' be a prefix of y such that y' # e. Then ay' is a prefix of x, and 
n(a, y') + i = n(a, ay') >= n(b, ay') = n(b, y'). 
Suppose n( a, y') + 1 = n( b, j ). Either yr = y,t a or y' = y"b for some 
y". I f  y' = y"a, then n(a, ay '~) + 1 = n(b, ay").  Since ay" is a prefix 
o fx  andn(a ,  ay") > n(b, " th is is  y = y b, = ay ), impossible. I f  ' " then 
n(a, ay'b)  = n(b, ay'b) .  So ay"b is a prefix of x with an equal number 
of a's and b's, which is impossible by assumption. Therefore n(a, y') 
+ 1 # n(b ,y ' ) ,hencen(a ,y ' )  + 1 > n(b ,y ' )  andn(a ,y ' )  >= n(b ,y ' ) .So  
yCK.  
By the induction hypothesis there exists n such that y C- K , .  There- 
fore x = ayb C ( aK~b ) * = K~+I . 
LEMMA II.19. Let G be the grammar whose only productions are a ~ e 
and a --+ aaba. For all y ~ K , ,  n >= O, a ~ ayba. 
The proof is by induction on n. Since aKoba = aba, and a ~ aaba 
aeba = aba, the lemma holds for n = 0. 
Assume it holds for n = /c. Let y C aKk+lba. Then y C a(aKkb)*ba 
and y = aaylbay2b . . .  ayjbba for some y~ C K~, 1 -< i - j for some j. 
By the induction hypothesis a ~ ayiba, 1 <= i <-< j. Hence 
a ~ aaba ~ aay~baba ~ . . .  ~ aaylbay2b . . .  ayjbaba ~ y. 
LEMMA II.20. K is a context-free language. 
Let G be the grammar of Le~mna II.19. I t  will be shown that 
L( G; a) = K.  
Let a ~ xl ~ x2 ~ " "  ~ xk E L(G;  a) be a generation chain in 
which an arrow is used for each application of a production. Since the 
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production a -~ e does not add any new non-terminal elements, all 
such uses can be accumulated atthe end of the Chain, i.e., the same result 
can be obtained if no use of a --~ aaba follows a use of a --~ e. Suppose 
a --~ aaba is used n times, n > 0. Since each such use after the first adds 
one new a, n(a,  x~) -- i 9- 1 for 1 -< i < n. This means that a --~ e must 
be used n -~ 1 times for x~ to be in L(G;  a). Hence k = 2n 9- 1. I t  should 
be noted that this equation also holds if n = 0. 
I t  will be shown by induction on i that, if x~ t is a prefix of x~, then 
n(a, x~') >= n(b, x ( )  for i -< i -< n. Since the a's and b's of x~ and those 
of xk are in the same order, it follows from this that xk has the prefix 
property. 
If i = 1 then x~ = e or x~ = aaba. In either case the prefix property 
holds. Assume the property holds for x~., 1 < j < n, and show that it 
holds for xj+l. Since only the production a --+ aaba can insert a's into 
x~, the a in xj used in the production from x3" to xj+l can occur only at 
the end of xj or between a pair ab, i.e., xj = ya or x~ = ylaaby~, where the 
a specified is the one used in the next production. So xj+~ = yaaba or 
xg+l = ylaaababy~, n(a, x j )  >= n(b, x / )  for any prefix x /  of xj by the 
induction hypothesis. From this it follows, in each case, that n(a, xrj+~) 
=> n(b, X~+l)' for any prefix xj+~t of xj+~. So xk has the prefix preperty. 
In the generation of xk each use of the production a ~ aaba adds one 
a and one b. The production a --~ e adds no a's or b's. Hence n(a, xk) = 
n(b, xk). So x~ C K and L(  G; a) ~ K.  
I t  remains to show that K ~ L(G; a).  By Lemma II.18, if x C K 
then x E K~ for some n. So the proof of the lemma is completed by 
showing that K~ C_ L(G;  a) for all n. 
If n -- 0, then x C K .  means x = e. Since a --~ e is a production of 
G, Ko c L(G;  a). If x C Kn for n => 1, then x = aylbay2b . . .  aykb for 
some y~ C K~_I, 1 -< i -< /c for some k. By Lemma II.19 and the produc- 
tion a --~ e, 
a ~ aylba ~ aylbay2ba ~ • • • ~ aylbay2b • • • aykba ~ x. 
Hence x E L(  G; a), K c_ L( G; a), and K -- L( G; a). 
LEMMA II.21. For each ]c >= O, S~ ~ K.  
By Lemma II.15, n(a, S~) - n(b, S~) =- O. So the prefix property is 
all that needs to be proved. This is done by induction on k. The case 
for k = 0 is immediate. The induction step can be done by considering 
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the different possible places for the prefix x' of a word of (Sk_la)~(bSk_l) ~ 
to end and counting the a's and b's. The possibilities are given below 
for some yij ~ Sk-1, i = 1, 2, and 1 < j =< n. 
(i) x '  = y l lay12a " "  y l i  for some j, 1 =< j -< n, and some prefix 
! 
Yli of Ylj. 
(ii) x '  = y l lay12a " "  y l~a . 
! ! 
(iii) x = y l lay12a " "  yl~aby21by22 . . .  by2i  for some j, 1 =< j =< n, 
and some prefix y~2j of y2j. 
f 
Since e and y are prefixed of y, the cases x = y~layl~a . . .  y~a and 
x '  = y l iay12a • " y l j  for 1 <= j <= n are covered in case (i), and the cases 
! 
x = y~ay~2a . . .  yl~aby21by22 . . .  y~(j_~)b 
and 
x ~ = yl layl~.a . . .  y l~aby~lby2~ . . .  Y2j for j < n 
are covered in Case (iii). 
LEMMA II.22. For  a l l  ]c >= O, ( Ska)~(bSk)~ c K fo r  a l I  n >= O. 
This follows from Lemma II.21 and the definition of Sk+~. 
LEM_~ 11.23. K i s  not  a s tandard  match ing-cho ice  set.  
Suppose K were a standard matching-choice s t. Then for some k, 
K must have rank k. By Lernma II.22, (Ska)~(bSk)  ~ ~ K for all n. 
Hence by Lemma II.16, K does not have rank k, a contradiction. So K 
is not a standard matching-choice s t. 
Now Theorem II.4 is easily proved. From Part I, a standard match- 
ing-choice set is a context-free language. By Lemmas II.20 and II.23, 
K is a context-free language that is not a standard matching-choice s t. 
Another set, U~=0 S~, could have been used to prove Theorem II.4. 
Since (Ska)~(bSk)  '~ c [.J~=o S~ for all ]~ > 0 and for all n > 0, by Lemma 
II.16, U~oS~ is not a standard matching-choice s t. I t  is shown in 
Yntema (1965) that if G is the grammar having the productions a --> ~, 
--~ e, and ~ --~ aaC~bc~, then L(  G;  c~) = U ~ i=0 *-~i • 
SUMMARY 
The closure and containment results of the two parts of this paper, 
along with previously known results, are summarized in the following 
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chart. Let 
R -- Fami ly  of regular sets, 
RM = Family of regular matching-choice s ts, 
ML - Family of recta-linear languages, 
SM = Family of standard matching -choice sets, and 
CF = Family of context-free languages. 
Let m-c be the operation of forming matching-choice s ts. 
R RM ML SM Cr. 
R: Closed under union, concatenation, and * 
Not closed under m-c. 
RM:  Closed under union. 
Not closed under concatenation, *, nor m-c. 
ML:  Closed under union, and concatenation. 
Not closed under *, nor m-c. 
SM:  Closed under union, concatenation, *, and m-c. 
CF: Closed under union, concatenation, *, and m-c. 
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